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The Monthly Observations
for June 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “June 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic life. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible dimensions. Insights about collective
rhythms can be useful when life’s challenging. They help us link back into the big picture – what’s
truly real (and really true!) universally.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, phone and email consultations – every format is just as
effective. It’s set up to meet social distancing requirements. To make a booking or explore what
format suits you, get in contact here. I only log on to emails Monday to Friday mornings so call or
sms if you want a faster reply.

My Clearing Cards® are handy for coming back to what’s core
Life functions best when we release egoic dynamics on conscious levels.
There is no such thing as coincidence, especially when living life
spiritually. There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set, each one offering two
levels of message. Either or both can help you shift; discover about energy; intuit well. Life reveals
heaps when we relax and let go; choose to breathe; and let Source inform and heal. To purchase a
set or read more about my Clearing Cards®, go through to my Shop or click here.

“JUNE”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Chart

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again
M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point
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each year

in 2021

6

2027/2

14/5

109/1
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Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

20/2

2136/3

“June 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or
“bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring often promotes better existence. A
count like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number presents three or more
times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

4

8

9

2

1

4

3

1

-

2

Let’s look closer at this…..

“June”s birth numbers are “6” and “2027/2”
healing, truth and sharing could be strong themes
Authenticity is a “6” dynamic and, therefore, learning curve. We don’t really live ‘til we’re real with
self. That’s a constant dance and, sure, there are distractions. The dare is to remain centred at all
times – so easy to write and aim for! “6” denotes harmony in action; truthful, real, soulfulness. “2”
represents the world of interaction; the equitable sharing of space. You’re probably sensing where
more of this could unfold in your world. “6” calls for health and, so, can require us to become more
proactive about this. Physical ailments are of/in the body but everything starts energetically. Vibes
entertained breed end results – good and bad – in any sphere. Many have felt stretched, of late, to
channel the next degree of truth. “Time to get true” to self then all other could also present as a
“June” theme.
Are you ready to go the next level in how/what you do, be, think, feel, project? “6” seeks care –
mentioned on the Home Page. How are you doing with this? Care can point to consideration – less
reactivity. Proactively done, it dims the need for redress: get it right the first time; don’t promote
sloppy being. Easy to say when life is moving so rapidly on many levels. “6” helps us learn how to
stay grounded in solid structures, approaches, plans. Are you allowing enough balance in or letting
life or other skew focus? Consciously and regularly choosing to reboot is essential in this light. It
helps to keep peace as an end state in and around everything. By letting go of mantras, views and
tactics we help make room to confirm/quality check responses. Are you exercising, chilling and
appreciating life as much as future balance needs you to?
Gut feel is an amazing dynamic. It’s the most authentic sense yet it’s often dismissed. When body is
in a state of tension, it’s being used to highlight key guidance intuitively. Through clair-voyance, audience, -sentience, -olfaction and/or -tasting, Source guides people well. Felt imbalance is the
universe’s way of flagging that it‘s time to regroup (take time out). That might be about what you are
emitting; it could point to other beings, too. We tend to fall off rails less and less, the more
proactively balanced we are. Breath, quietness, enjoying nice landscapes and listening to body help
to ensure that life-giving energies prevail. Is what’s been unfolding around you, of late, meeting this
brief as you know it can?
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So… “6” is “get real” as an atom in creation. So is “11” which subtly features this month. Double “1”
links us back into big pictures so that we can sense and interact better. As a master number, it can
foster oddness; dynamics which block and/or highlight issues. “1”s check the level of self we are
channelling. Life throws up mirrors to help us improve. “1” is inner child, “pure” or “evil”; another
choice about which one drives. It represents life as a journey – a series of choices and, through that,
discoveries. Egoic self has a short-term focus. When we come to know better, we often choose new
views. That needn’t mean a radical shift; it can simply point to more length or breadth. “1” phases
guide selves out of limit and any excessive immaturity. It depicts our discovery of self in “me”, “you”
and “them” at any time; all that can involve; and how to mentor child effectively. It wants horses
backed; gut feel respected; considerate interdependence. It’s only through knowing ourselves truly,
really - and why we do/be “that” - that people begin giving, knowing and receiving in essence.
“2027” is due to reveal how folk might become more spiritual – i.e. to the next layer, in the next
instance, more practically, as a constant. The realm “202_” is potent. It flags group then space then
grouping again. Can you sense why time out matters? We often come to fathom by respecting the
role of space. Processing stuff helps self bear its torch without obliterating others’ lights. This month
could find perspectives fine-tuned and universal will flowing back. Life is constantly helping us
progress even when it seems to block. It’s funny how things always come together to explain, heal
and prepare when it is time.
Don’t be surprised if you receive guidance, this month, that adds good value. When egoic self is
mentored to care well, what is divine becomes more tangible/real. This is one reason why gut feel
matters as an indicator of health. The Divine likes to give to help others. It’s never judgmental or
selective. Those types of views only prevail when we have yet to understand things. This year’s chart
contains “11” so Source could reveal Itself in ways selves cannot dismiss. Karmic vibes prompt
spiritual being; more grown-up stances; inclusivity. When they present, self can experience more
energetic or invisible things. Psychic connections can become louder in a bid to confirm our stances
in life. Such dynamics are about helping long-term goodness manifest. This month could prompt
awareness along these lines. Don’t be surprised if this occurs. “7” flags learning; wisdom that’s
channelled and helps people centre, act, grow well.

This month’s M.O.s are “14/5” and “109/1”
“1”s feature so selfness will, too.
“1” can be seen as the spectrum of self-ness as it can present. That’s a range we all swing through
regularly. This might explain why “1” also denotes adulthood and leadership. Child grows best when
mentored as/by soul. There’s an amazing adult in every being waiting to feature in the fore. This,
too, highlights why time out is crucial – the type that helps minds reboot. Quality downloads are only
heard when we make room for such things. Shifting focus towards health and nature helps selves
stop referencing sideways too much. Energy is real; the best guidance comes from sky; and this
needn’t devalue physical life. Over-extending sideways can find us over-mixing with egoic rhythms.
Our own or others’, that’s by the by. Referencing up to Source can make an enormous difference. I
say/write this often: “intuition” is just energetic sensing. People have a choice about what they link
with - lighter or heavier; wholistic or narrow. We don’t fill a petrol tank with shampoo nor should we
connect to less than pure and clear. Self needn’t stand as victim or puppet, even in the world of
energy. We can all need to learn about this as intuits. Rarely does one start at best practice. Life’s
about learning through experience. “1”s, this month, plus master numbers could help people
become get truer.
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Life never lets self rest in one place too long. It’s continually onwards and upwards again. “109” is
another master number that signals chances to close off things. It sorts stuff out on any level; gets us
to clean up; move on from stances that no longer fit. This can point to our own ways of being or
those of others we’re mixing with. It also flags compassion; selfness that’s beyond self. Even here,
consideration blooms. “1”, as leadership, also points to such things. These vibes could ask people to
grow righter outcomes - look after planet; care about neighbour; be real in dealings; those sorts of
wavelengths. This “June” might see you channeling these dynamics more. “0” denotes Source in
action, helping, nudging, forcing at times. That’s the role of a guide. Creation’s not ours. We’re
renters of space, only for a while. We’re also conduits who choose every second what we will live in
and entertain next. Every potential needs a healthy channel. How can you co-create more of what is
real and amazing?
“1”, as leader, invites us to live as example more constantly. Be what you seek. It ain’t going to grow
unless you, first emanate with it. Dare to speak. Be first when needed even if everyone else runs
away. Courage is required, every so often. Taking the plunge can seem a risky affair! Yet, gut feel is
truth; it never misleads; it’s always met with support. That doesn’t necessarily come from known
sources but that’s not the same as you’re on your own. When we dare to be our truth, minus all ego,
we represent truths which can’t stay mute. Leadership can feel alone, yes, at times but that is just
life on the arrowhead. We are as we can, with different timings, yet goodness is the firmest vibration
of all. It stays the same irrespective of channel and never leads self to isolated zones. Daring to be
and live truth without agreement from desired sources never ends up lonely. When spiritually
connected, Source kicks in louder to steer us to states and groups that are affirming. Be yourself to
future enhance. Don’t fret if others can’t yet agree with you. We’re not the same. That doesn’t
mean problems unless we’re overly nurturing egoic needs.

clearings, healings & meditations over the phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
you can read reviews about me here

The reality numbers are “20/2” and “2136/3”
this month is a time for manifesting well
“3” is a time to realise, clarify, confirm things. That suggests more wake-up calls are coming – the
type that brighten/lighten ways forward. This “June” could see bulbs a-flashing – the types that
people celebrate. The more we make room for spiritual downloads, the more miracles we
propagate. That can mean more forward movement; sometimes, it is upwards. The Divine likes to
express Itself and a key to this is making space. When self lets go of knowing, efforting, projecting –
for a moment – it tends to sense/receive anew. This often helps people navigate, notice, finetune
and future-proof.
“20”, this “June”, aims to add value wherever we let divine wisdom in. Heal, relax, goof off and have
fun; stand as usher; welcome flow in. “3” also speaks of working with what comes – not against it
(e.g. driving too hard). Life is flow – a river that’s wider than the individual can be. It’s best not to try
to own or control it. Sooner or later, that is backfire-guaranteed. The more self grips, tenses or holds
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fixed, the harder it can fall. That needn’t stop us trying or striving but it really does pay to share. We
each have a role (and value) that’s solid; eternally supported when we’re in right groups. Here for a
reason, self’s only ousted when it’s in amongst what’s overly egoic. This is easy to forget - control can
mean safety - yet “going with flow” is amazingly potent. It’s not apathetic, dismissive or avoiding. It
simply lets space, life and other inform. The more we know this, the more guidance helps us. Life
has an interest in guiding every being well. See if you can tap into this more as something you sense,
know, believe. Source loves guiding. It likes attention. That births new chances to give more. The
chance to demonstrate Its realness is constant. Through this, self is helped to learn and be more.
Another “3” aspect is expression. It flags what we think, feel, know and project. Silent self-talk acts
as instruction to the universe about what we believe we can receive next. This highlights the need
for optimism; upward swings on every thought. Never end sentences with a negative. We tend to
attract what we affirm. The more self remembers all that has been good, the more it receives that’s
in a healthy condition. That’s easy to say in a wealthy country that’s relatively safe and virus-free.
“3” is self confessing and expressing to self (not only what it shares with other beings). Never think
you are alone, unheard or abandoned. Silence (“0”) is a place where that’s thought often. The best
“zero” weed spray is optimism. Nothing’s simply the start of what’s still coming. Keep that good in
mind and self-talk. This can be hard some days. Through egoic vistas and challenging moments,
Source helps us mature and enjoy life as it is.
So? All in all, this “June” should unfold positively. It could end up showing you more about all sorts
of things. Insights could benefit physical worlds in practical ways. They often do, hey? Perhaps more
this “June”. You may become more conscious about your role in things; what you can do. Also likely
is a greater sense of other as something that is worth respecting. We don’t need agreement; not
even liking; but mutual respect helps. Fair and square – live that in truth by divesting of vibes which
repress that. Difference is another “1” aspect, one that egoic self guards jealously. We’re each here
to grow and glean beyond limit. Do what you can, this month, to promote and burst into greater,
wider, soul-level freedom.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 7 June to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s
Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first
Thursday of every month. We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. If you miss “June”s Show, we’ll save your
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questions for “June”. The program likes to be interactive and your details aren’t used for any other
purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 3rd at threedradio.com from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia)
time or visit here to listen to it from Monday 7th.

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
May wonderful insights flow to and through you in June
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